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1.0 Introduction 

Heartland ECSI provides clients with a robust reporting tool that can be used to oversee student loan 

servicing activities and assist users with managing accounts. Financial Reports provides clients with 

insight as to how to review and use the main accounting reports of WebX to reconcile and validate the 

financial data being collected for a client by Heartland ECSI (HECSI). Escrow Reports, Monthly Transaction 

Reports, and Trail Balance Reports are all important to this process, and should be reviewed by clients on 

a regular basis to assist with completing various monthly reconciliations between HECSI and the client.  

The purpose of this reference guide is to inform clients about the procedures Heartland ECSI follows with 

respect to the escrow account. 

2.0 Objectives 

At the conclusion of this reference guide, participants will be able to: 

 Access and review the Escrow Transfer Breakdown reports. 

 Access and review the General Ledger Report (Also known as Report 12). 

 Access and review the Trial Balance Report (Also known as Report 13). 

 Validate financial information collected monthly by Heartland ECSI on the client’s behalf 

 Utilize financial reports to reconcile the monthly activity posted to SAL by fund 
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3.0 Access Financial Reports 

To access and view financial reports, one must first access the web reports page by logging in to WebX, 

Heartland ECSI’s administrative website. Under Web Reports, client data is stored and organized by 

month and year, and can be accessed for upwards of three years. Any financial data older than three 

years is automatically archived by HECSI’s Production Support team, and can be re-loaded to the website 

by request. 

Access Financial Reports 

Step 1:  Open any web browser and navigate to www.HeartlandECSI.com. 

 

 
  

Step 2:  Select the option on the Heartland ECSI home page LOGIN TO WEBX 

REPORTS. 

 

 
 

http://www.heartlandecsi.com/
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Step 3:  Enter login credentials. 

 

 
 

Client ID: Your Heartland ECSI assigned client/school code. 

Login ID: Your Heartland ECSI assigned login identification. 

Password: Heartland ECSI will provide a temporary password to new users. 

You are required to change it after your first login. 

 

Click the Log In button. 
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Step 4:  The WebX Administrative Menu appears. Under Client Features, Click the 

Web Reports link. 

 

 
 

Step 5:  The View Web Reports page opens. Web Reports are organized by month. 

Select the correct month from the Period drop-down box, and then click 

the Show link.  

 

 
 

Note: Web reports are available for up to three years online, after which 

they are archived. Reports older than three year can be made available to 

clients online by request. 
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Step 6:  A list of available reports displays. The column headers are: 

 

Category: The type of report. 

File: The name of the report (by report file name). 

Date/Time: The date and time that the report was generated. 

Size: Indicates how large or small the report is by Bytes. 

Description: A short description of the purpose of the report. 

 

 
 

To view a report, click the [V] in the first column to the left of the 

appropriate report Category. 

 

Note: Each column can be sorted in ascending or descending order by 

selecting either the [+] or [-] sign listed at the bottom of each column 

header. Users that wish to reorganize the reports back to their original 

order can do so by clicking the Show link.  
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4.0 Escrow Transfer Breakdown Reports 

The Escrow Transfer process is the passing of money collected by Heartland ECSI that is deposited to the 

client’s designated bank account. The total amount/net amount listed in each Escrow Transfer Report will 

match the amount of money deposited into the client’s bank account.  

The frequency of the escrow transfer is determined by the client. Transfers can be delivered daily, weekly, 

or on the last business day of each month. Typically, clients utilize a weekly option that provides four 

transfers of money from Heartland ECSI to the client each month.  

The first 3 interim transfers are simply the passing of monies collected during the designated collection 

period. These transfers are initiated each Friday, with the exception of holidays.  The deposits are made 

the next business day. The fourth escrow transfer is initiated on the last day of the month and will include 

the settlement of returned payments (NSF’s), returned payment fees (NSF fees), adjustments between 

funds, and miscellaneous items, if any. The 4th escrow transfer is considered a Deposit in Transit because 

it is initiated on the last business day of the month, but isn’t reflected on the client’s bank statement until 

the next business day of the following month. 
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Heartland ECSI provides an annual schedule of escrow transfers under the Documents section of the 

Client Menu under the Client Resources link. The Escrow Transfer schedule shows the dates of each 

transfer and the date range covered by each transfer for our clients.  

   

 

 

Note: Payments processed by the client to a borrower’s account in SAL and Direct Payments processed 

by Heartland ECSI on the client’s behalf are not a part of the client’s escrow transfer. 
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4.1. Escrow Transfer Reports and Descriptions 

There are two types of Escrow Transfer reports that Heartland ECSI produces for our clients; the Long 

Weekly Escrow Transfer Breakdown and the Short Weekly Escrow Transfer Breakdown. Each report is 

prepared as an excel spreadsheet that lists the amount of money collected each day for a client based on 

the deposit type. A deposit type is any method of payment a borrower uses to pay towards an account. 

These reports are listed under Web Reports and are generally available the day after the transfer is 

initiated.  The reports are entitled “escXl.csv” and “escXs.csv.” with X being the transfer number of the 

week for the month. The “l’ stands for “long” and “s” is for short in the file name. 

 

 

Note: Clients utilizing daily escrow transfers receive an Escrow Transfer Breakdown report for each 

business day of the month. Clients utilizing monthly escrow transfers receive an Escrow Transfer 

Breakdown report on the last business day of the month. 
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4.2 The Short Weekly Escrow Transfer Breakdown 

The Short Weekly Escrow Transfer Breakdown report provides the client with the total amount of money 

collected by Heartland ECSI and is organized by deposit date, and then deposit type. Each deposit type is 

included in the total sum that Heartland ECSI deposits to the client’s bank account(s). The total amount 

of this report should match the total amount deposited into a client’s bank account(s). The Short Weekly 

Escrow Transfer Breakdown does not provide detail at the fund level in which that money is collected. 

The following example shows a short weekly escrow transfer breakdown spread sheet for Test University 

from 11/6/2015 thru 11/12/2015.  
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4.3 The Long Weekly Escrow Transfer Breakdown Report 

The Long Weekly Escrow Transfer Breakdown report provides the client with the total amount of money 

collected by Heartland ECSI and is organized by deposit date, and then deposit type. Each deposit type is 

included in the total sum that Heartland ECSI deposits to the client’s bank account(s). The total amount 

of this report should match the total amount deposited into a client’s bank account(s). The Long Weekly 

Escrow Transfer Breakdown provides detail at the fund level in which that money is collected. The 

following example shows a long weekly escrow transfer breakdown spreadsheet for Test University from 

11/6/2015 thru 11/12/2015.  
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4.4 Week 4 Escrow Transfer Breakdown Report and Reconciliation 

To make reconciling returned payment information and adjustment details for borrowers easier for 

clients, Heartland ECSI elects to hold off on reconciling such detail until the final Escrow Transfer of each 

month. The final Escrow Transfer Breakdown report contains the client’s detail of returned payments 

(NSF’s), returned payment fees (NSF fees), adjustments, and miscellaneous details that make up the final 

net deposit of the month.  Heartland ECSI will withhold money owed by the client for returned payments 

that were already credited from prior escrow transfers during the month. If the amount of money 

withheld by HECSI is more than what was collected during the final Escrow Transfer, a balance due to 

HECSI displays on the report.  Heartland ECSI’s banking team will adjust the transfer to zero on the Week 

4 Escrow Transfer spreadsheet and will withhold the funds from the client for future transfers until the 

balance is paid back. 

 

Any time an adjustment is made to the amount that is being transferred, HECSI will note the adjustment 

on the transfer breakdown spreadsheet for the client. Clients must account for NSF payments, NSF fees, 

Fund Transfer Adjustments, and any Miscellaneous Detail by fund to determine the Total Transfer 

Amount. The Total Transfer Amount is not broken down by fund for clients. Heartland ECSI will deposit 

money collected for a fund to the designated bank account for our clients, but clients will need to review 

the escrow reports for the detail of that deposit.  
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5.0 Monthly Transactions Report 

The Monthly Transactions report is the client’s main source of accounting information. The report lists all 

deposits, adjustments, advances, cancellations, transfers, NSFs, and journal entries for a fund. The 

Monthly Transactions report is updated daily. It is used in conjunction with the Trial Balance Report, 

Report 13, to identify information that makes up each general ledger line item, and can be used to 

reconcile the escrow deposits from each Escrow Transfer Breakdown report. The report is available in two 

formats: a .PDF document and a .CSV spreadsheet.  

 

Note: If a client has multiple campuses in SAL, the Monthly Transactions report will be broken down by 

campus, and then by fund. 

5.1 Monthly Transactions rpt-12.pdf 

The .PDF version of the Monthly Transactions report is divided by fund, with each fund being divided into 

three sections. The first section for each fund lists all money collected during the month by day and by 

General Ledger description. The report differentiates monies collected at the school level and monies 

collected by HECSI. The information contained in section one is primarily summary information, but does 

list payment reversals that were processed to a borrower’s account in SAL at the borrower level. 

Payments processed by the client in SAL appear with a General Ledger (GL) code ending with the letter S 

and will have the client’s name in the GL description column. GL codes that do not contain an S indicate 

the payment activity was posted to SAL by representatives at Heartland ECSI.  
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An accounting box at the end of section one summarizes the financial activity for the fund, but only 

contains payments and payment reversals posted to SAL. This is not considered to be the accounting 

entry a client would use for their ledger.  

 

 

The second section of the Monthly Transactions report lists borrower detail for all NSF’s (rejected 

payments), transfers, adjustments, advances, refunds, and cancellations that have occurred in SAL for the 

fund during the month.  
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The Summary for Fund Detail accounting box at the end of section two summarizes the payment activity 

for the fund as listed in section one, plus all adjustments, advances, cancellations, NSF transactions, 

refunds, and transfers. If the client is not utilizing SAL to process Journal Entries, this may be used by the 

client as the final accounting box to post the financial activity to their general ledger.  If Journal Entries 

are not entered in SAL, the totals for debits and credits should agree to the current debits/credits data 

listed on the Trial Balance Report  

 

 

If the client is utilizing SAL to process Journal Entries, a third section of the Monthly Transactions report 

will be available.  Journal Entries are entered into SAL to account for all fund activity that does not impact 

a specific borrower’s loan. Information such as interest earned on the client’s bank account, using the 

administrative cost allowance, or paying a collection agency their commission can all be entered in SAL 

as a Journal Entry. This information updates the trial balance report for the client. 
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The Summary Plus JV/JE Entries box follows the posted Journal Entries. This accounting box includes data 

for all fund activity accounted for in SAL, plus the financial activity that exists for the fund outside of the 

SAL program. As the final accounting box for the fund, the Summary Plus JV/JE Entries should be used by 

the client to post the financial activity to their general ledger. The totals for debits and credits should 

agree to the current debits/credits data listed on the Trial Balance Report.     
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5.2 Monthly Transactions rpt-12xl.csv 

The .CSV version of the Monthly Transactions Report provides the financial activity that is summarized in 

the .PDF version of the report at the borrower level. Clients utilize the .CSV version of the report to 

identify each borrower payment, advance, cancellation, and adjustments for a specific month.  Journal 

Entries are not included in rpt-12xl.csv. The report can be sorted by date, general ledger code, and loan 

type to identify the borrower and detail of each total that appears in conjunction with the .PDF version of 

the Monthly Transactions report, the Trail Balance Report, and the Escrow Transfer Breakdown report. 

 

 

 

Note: HECSI’s SAL program stores two different dates for borrower transactions: the Posted Date and the 

Computer Date. The Posted Date is the date in which the activity occurred on the borrower’s account. 

The Computer Date is the date that the financial activity was recorded in the SAL program. In most cases, 

these dates will be identical, but clients have the capability to enter the Posted Date in the event the 

financial activity occurred before it was added to SAL. As a result, both the Computer Date and the 

Posted Date are stored in rpt-12xl.csv.  
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5.3 Configuring .CSV reports 

One of the benefits of viewing reports in .CSV format is that the user can easily configure the spreadsheet 

to locate specific information necessary for reconciliation. There are two common settings a user can 

configure in Excel that will aid the user in effectively using the reports: Freeze Panes and Sort and Filter 

Freeze Panes  

Freeze Panes allows the user to lock the top row of the spreadsheet in place so that the column headers 

on the report remain visible while the user scrolls through the report. 

 

Freeze Panes  

Step 1: Select View from the Ribbon at the top of the spreadsheet, then click Freeze Panes. 

 

 
 

 

Step 2: Select  Freeze Panes  
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Sort and Filter 

Sort and Filter places drop down arrows at the top of each column in Excel to allow the user to select as 

much or as little data as needed on the spreadsheet. Because Web Reports contain information exactly as 

it is listed in SAL, clients can utilize the Sort and Filter functionality to identify borrowers and locate 

details under specific data categories to aid in managing loans and reconciling funds.  

 

Sort and Filter 

Step 1:  Highlight the spreadsheet by selecting the box to the left of Column A and above Row 1. 

This will ensure that each column on the spreadsheet receives a filter. 

 

 
 

Step 2: Select Home from the Ribbon at the top of the spreadsheet, then click Sort and Filter 
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Step 3 

 

Select the Filter option from the list. 

 

 
 

Filters appear at the top of each column on the spreadsheet and can be used by the client to 

choose or search through the data contained in the column. 
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5.4 Additional Versions of the Monthly Transactions Report 

In total, Heartland ECSI provides seven versions of the Monthly Transactions Report for clients to use for 

loan reconciliation. 

File Name Report Name Report Description 

Rpt-12-e.csv Monthly Transactions – ECSI 

(Excel) 

This report lists all deposits, adjustments, 

advances, cancellations, transfers, NSFs at a 

borrower level as processed by representatives 

at HECSI. The Monthly Transaction - ECSI 

Report can be used to match escrow deposits. 

The report is sorted by date. 

Rpt-12-e.pdf Monthly Transactions – ECSI This report lists all deposits, adjustments, 

advances, cancellations, transfers, NSFs, and 

journal entries as processed by operators at 

HECSI. The Monthly Transactions - ECSI Report 

can be used to match escrow deposits. The 

report is sorted by fund. 

Rpt-12-s.csv Monthly Transactions – School 

(Excel) 

This report lists all deposits, adjustments, 

advances, cancellations, transfers, NSFs at a 

borrower level as processed by the client. The 

report is sorted by date 

Rpt-12-s.pdf Monthly Transactions – School This report lists all deposits, adjustments, 

advances, cancellations, transfers, NSFs, and 

journal entries as processed by the client. The 

report is sorted by fund. 

Rpt-12.pdf Monthly Transactions This report lists all deposits, adjustments, 

advances, cancellations, transfers, NSFs, and 

journal entries. It is sorted by fund. It can also 

be used in conjunction with the Trial Balance 

Report. 

Rpt-12xl.csv Monthly Transactions – Excel This report lists all deposits, adjustments, 

advances, cancellations, transfers, NSFs at a 

borrower level. This report can be used to 

identify each individual entry that makes up a 

line item on the Trial Balance Report. 

Rpt-12a.pdf General Ledger Entries This report provides a detailed listing of all 

Journal Voucher (JV) Entries applied during 

the month. 
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6.0 Trial Balance Report 

The Trial Balance Report is a report that provides a listing of a client’s current, fiscal, non-fiscal, and to-

date accounting figures for financial activity processed by both Heartland ECSI and the client for a fund. 

Made available on the last business day of the month, the Trial Balance Report is a summation of the 

information contained in the Monthly Transaction Report (Report 12).  

 

The report is primarily divided into 8 columns of financial activity. The first two columns display the 

current month's debits and credits, which should match the totals listed under the final accounting entry 

for the fund in the Monthly Transaction Report. The next two columns list the debits and credits that are 

the accumulation of the financial activity processed for the current fiscal year. The fifth and sixth columns 

display any transactions that have been entered in SAL as non-fiscal transactions. A non-fiscal transaction 

is any transaction that is added to SAL during a current fiscal year, but was originally reported as activity 

during a prior fiscal year. Non-Fiscal Transactions update the cumulative balance for a fund on the Trial 

Balance Report without changing the current Fiscal year’s activity. The final two columns display a client’s 

cumulative balance from the origination of the fund to present.  

 

The Trial Balance Report provides detail for all funds listed in SAL, regardless if the fund has active loans 

in repayment, or if the fund is dormant and is no longer in use. The report is available in both a .PDF and 

.CSV format. 
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6.1 Viewing the Trial Balance Report  

The Trial Balance Report contains several columns of information used for fund reconciliation. 

Trial Balance Report Column Information 

FIS Num FISAP Number - The number in this column corresponds to a line on the FISAP 

report. The FISAP Number is a reference tool that can be used to show where 

HECSI’s General Ledger codes filter to the various lines of the FISAP report. 

GL Code General Ledger Code – a two or three digit code created by HECSI to 

categorize and organize specific types of transactions that occur in SAL. 

Description Provides the name/type of transaction being carried out in SAL. 

Current Debits and 

Credits 

Provides the client with the combined financial account activity for the current 

month that is posted in SAL. The combined financial account activity includes 

entries from both HECSI and the client, as well as fiscal and non-fiscal entries.  

Fiscal Debits and 

Credits 

Provides the client with the total financial activity for each line item on the Trial 

Balance Report for the current Fiscal year. The Fiscal year runs from July to 

June. 

Non Fiscal Debits and 

Credits 

Provides the client with the total financial activity in SAL that has been entered 

as a Non-Fiscal transaction.  

To Date Debits and 

Credits 

Provides the client with a cumulative balance of all activity that has occurred in 

a fund from the fund’s origination to the present. 
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The Trial Balance report displays the fund totals for all Current, Fiscal, Non Fiscal, and To-Date debits and 

credits on the last page of the fund. Debits and Credits for Current, Fiscal, Non Fiscal, and To-Date 

columns should be equal. The outstanding loan balance for a fund shows on the last line on the Trial 

Balance Report. 
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6.2 Cash on Hand 

Cash on Hand is a line item on the Trial Balance Report that is used to ensure that debits and credits on 

the report balance. Cash on Hand is used to account for a client’s financial activity that is not included in 

SAL by filling in the gaps of a fund for money that is managed outside of SAL. It is the considered the 

softest number on our reports and typically will not agree to the client’s true cash on hand balance in the 

general ledger or bank account. Journal entries can be posted to SAL to update HECSI’s trial balance 

report so that the cash balance on our report can be as close to the client’s general ledger cash balance. 


